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Introduction

Any deviation from what’s considered normal is an anomaly. 
Not all anomalies are bad, though! For example, it’s an 
anomaly when a retail company that has never sold much 

on Sundays breaks its all-time daily sales record on a Sunday, or 
when the pitcher has the highest runs batted in on their baseball 
team.

It would also be anomalous if an organization’s employee accessed 
a sensitive file server for the first time ever and deleted major 
chunks of data. That’s the kind of anomaly that can signal a major 
security breach—and that’s the kind of anomaly that this book is 
all about.

About This Book
One of the best ways to defend against both internal and exter-
nal attacks is to integrate anomaly detection, a.k.a. user and entity 
behavior analytics (UEBA) capabilities, into your security analyt-
ics solution.

In this book, we make a strong case that anomaly detection is 
essential for effective cybersecurity defense. We compare the dif-
ferent types of security anomalies—time, count, and pattern— 
and explain what each one looks like in real-life situations. You 
discover how to create baselines using techniques such as Robust 
Principal Component Analysis (RPCA) and Markov chains, and we 
explain how to determine your risk appetite and calculate your 
risk score. There are many risk types, and we break them down 
for you, and then show how to use two different methods to score 
risks more accurately: peer group analysis and seasonality.

Foolish Assumptions
This book isn’t for everyone—but it may be for you! As we wrote 
this book, we made a few assumptions about you, our reader. Noth-
ing too personal, we promise! But we did assume that you know 
a bit about the different kinds of activities that users and hosts 
can do on a network, and that you’re interested in cybersecurity.
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Icons Used in This Book
We’ve included some handy pointers to make reading easier, so 
take note of these as you’re following along.

Discover key definitions and essential take-aways.

Seek out the target for tips that can save you time.

Watch out for these pitfalls on your journey.

Where to go From Here
This book is written as a reference guide, so you can read it cover 
to cover or jump straight to the topics that most interest you. You 
can’t go wrong with either choice—both give you a better under-
standing of anomaly detection and its relevance to your busi-
ness’s success.

Want to know more? Check out https://www.manageengine.
com/log-management/ueba/resources.html, which offers some 
interesting use cases and real-life examples of anomaly detection 
for effective cybersecurity.

In addition, we found the following resources helpful as we wrote 
this book, and you might find them helpful as well:

https://www.zdnet.com/article/ghost-in-the-wires-the- 
kevin-mitnick-interview/

https://www.manageengine.com/log-management/ 
ueba/user-and-entity-behavior-analytics-software/ 
data-exfiltration.html

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/seasonality.asp
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Chapter 1

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Comparing the different types of 
anomalies

 » Establishing a baseline

 » Mapping user identities

Understanding Why 
Anomaly Detection Is 
Critical

It’s 1 a.m. Richard furiously types commands into his laptop, 
leverages an open Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) port, and 
accesses the Kimble Hospital’s intranet. He navigates into the 

chief cosmetic surgeon’s workstation and gains further network 
privileges, and then he connects to several servers that house 
gigabytes of medical records of patients.

He then goes on to the dark web and types into a forum “For Sale: 
Records from Kimble Hospital.” With a final flourish, he releases 
malware in Kimble’s network that demands $10 million in ran-
som in exchange for releasing the sensitive data. Richard then 
ponders: “Should I also send ransom demands to the patients?”

Let’s suppose that you are the person in charge of Kimble Hos-
pital’s IT system. You notice several anomalies as Richard per-
forms this ransomware attack. The chief cosmetic surgeon’s user 
account shows a logon at 1  a.m.—a time anomaly. You notice 
that multiple servers were accessed, one after the other—a count 
anomaly. Finally, you notice the username, accessed hosts, and 
time of access have never been seen together before—a pattern 
anomaly.
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Anomalies are warning signs that can help you shut this attack 
down before it happens—or at least before it gains a significant 
foothold.

So, Kimble Hospital could have saved its reputation, saved its 
money, and secured patient data by improving its anomaly 
detection.

Fast, decisive action can potentially save you millions of dollars. 
But that’s only possible if you happen to notice what’s going on in 
time. And that, in a nutshell, is anomaly detection: noticing when 
things aren’t normal and finding out why.

In this chapter, you will learn about the three key types of anoma-
lies and how to detect them, which is a key step in cybersecurity 
defense. You will also learn how user identity mapping can build 
a security context around all detected anomalies.

Comparing Anomaly Types
The three types of anomalies mentioned in the preceding  
scenario—time, count, and pattern—are the most common 
symptoms of a cybersecurity attack. Let’s have a closer look  
at them.

Time Anomalies
A time anomaly occurs when an activity takes place at an unex-
pected time.

To detect these anomalies, you should establish a baseline time 
for all activities of every user and host on the network based on 
historical behavior. You can then check whether the observed 
activity is happening at an unusual time compared to the base-
line. If the deviation occurs outside the predefined threshold, this 
would be an anomaly.

Here are a couple of real-life time anomalies:

 » Example of a time anomaly for a user: An employee who 
generally logs on between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m. suddenly logs 
on at 5 p.m.
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 » Example of a time anomaly for a host: A file is modified on 
a particular host between 8 and 8:15 a.m., much earlier than 
the expected window of 4 to 4:15 p.m.

Count Anomalies
A count anomaly happens when an unusually high number of 
activities are performed in a short period of time, either by a user 
or on a host.

To detect count anomalies, you should first establish a baseline 
count for all activities in your system performed by users or on 
a host. If the observed count is higher than the baseline by more 
than a certain range, that’s a count anomaly.

Check out these count anomaly scenarios:

 » Example of a count anomaly for a user: A user with a 
baseline of three data manipulation language (DML) queries 
executes more than 20 DML queries on a Structured Query 
Language (SQL) server to get their hands on sensitive data.

 » Example of a count anomaly for a host: A particular router 
has over 50 configuration changes while the expected 
number is only 13.

Pattern Anomalies
A pattern anomaly takes place when there is an unexpected 
sequence of events.

Each of these events may not seem anomalous when considered 
in isolation. However, when you consider them together in one 
sequence, and that deviates from the expected, it becomes a pat-
tern anomaly.

Establish a pattern baseline. Then you compare all observed activi-
ties with this baseline to determine whether an anomaly exists.

Unlike with time and count anomalies, you don’t need to consider 
anomalous patterns for users and hosts separately; a pattern under 
examination may already contain both host and user activities.
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Some examples of pattern anomalies are when:

 » A user account performs a software installation on a 
host at an unusual time: The pattern analyzed is Host 
name > Username > Time. The combination of host name 
and username is not unusual, but the time of installation is, 
and triggers an anomaly.

 » An unexpected user reads a file containing sensitive 
information on a host through a USB port at a particular 
time: The pattern being analyzed is Host name > Username 
> Event ID > Time. The Host name > Username event triggers 
an analogy, although everything else is normal.

 » A firewall rule is changed at an unexpected time: The 
pattern analyzed is Host name > Rule ID > Time. The RuleID > 
Time event is anomalous.

Baselining to Establish Normal Activity
You can’t identify anomalies without established baselines of 
expected activity. An anomaly detection system that uses machine 
learning algorithms can create those baselines for you effectively. 
The system undergoes a training period during which it learns the 
baseline behavior of every user and host.

There are numerous techniques or statistical models used to deci-
pher anomalous behaviors in a network. This section looks at two 
of them: robust principal component analysis and Markov chains.

Robust Principal Component Analysis
You can use robust principal component analysis (RPCA) to detect 
time and count baselines.

The RPCA algorithm is a variation of the technique of principal 
component analysis (PCA). When you train the machine learn-
ing model using PCA, you have it look at all the historical data 
and find the line of best fit. RPCA improves the machine learning 
model by accounting for any outliers.

The RPCA model views the observed events as a matrix summa-
tion of expected and outlier events. This enables you to identify 
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the anomalies within a set of values. (the anomalies would be the 
outlier events). Figure 1-1 shows how this algorithm works.

Markov Chains
A Markov chain is a sequence of events where the probability of the 
next event in a sequence is solely dependent on the state of the 
current event. It compares each action a host or user performs to 
a list of possible actions. If it finds an event to have a low proba-
bility, the algorithm identifies that event as an anomaly.

The anomaly detection system learns over time what a low prob-
ability event is. Markov chains can be used for distinguishing 
between normal and abnormal patterns of behavior.

To implement this algorithm, break up the pattern of interest into 
sets of two consecutive activities and check whether the second 
activity in the set has a good probability of occurring after the 
first. Your machine learning-powered anomaly detection system 
defines “good probability” by studying past behavior.

For example, let’s say you want to look for anomalies in this pat-
tern: A software installation is performed by a user on a host at an 
unusual time. The general pattern that you want to analyze here is:

Username > Host name > Time

FIGURE 1-1: The RPCA algorithm predicts expected values by using a “line of 
best fit.”
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To implement the Markov chain algorithm, you would break up 
this pattern into two parts:

 » Part 1: Username > Host name

 » Part 2: Host name > Time

Then the machine learning model checks whether the probability 
of the host being accessed by the user (Part 1) and the probability 
of the host being accessed during the time window (Part 2) are 
both acceptable. If either is not, that implies that the correspond-
ing activity is unexpected, and the pattern as a whole is anoma-
lous. Figure 1-2 shows how this process works.

FIGURE 1-2: Using Markov chains to detect anomalies in a pattern.
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User Identity Mapping
To track time, count, or pattern anomalies more effectively, you 
need visibility into what users are doing in various parts of the 
network.

You should be able to map all users’ activities into a single thread. 
This is called user identity mapping (UIM).

Consider the following sequence of activities:

1. An employee logs on to the organization’s domain from a 
remote location through successful Active Directory 
authentication.

2. Within five minutes of the logon, the employee changes a 
couple of firewall policy rules.

3. Suddenly, the employee executes an abnormal process.

4. They log onto a database server that holds business-critical 
information.

5. They modify files in the database server.

Unless you linked this sequence of actions to the particular 
employee, you wouldn’t know that something malicious was tak-
ing place. Your anomaly detection system needs to link the user 
ID, or other user identifiers, to build a complete picture of the 
attack. Figure 1-3 shows how this works.

FIGURE 1-3: How user identity mapping works.
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Chapter 2

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Determining your risk appetite

 » Calculating your risk score

 » Understanding the different types of 
risks

 » Using peer group analysis to score risks

 » Using seasonality to score risks

Scoring Risks to Achieve 
Better Security

Kevin Mitnick, arguably the world’s most famous hacker, 
once said, “You can never protect yourself 100%. What you 
do is protect yourself as much as possible and mitigate risk 

to an acceptable degree. You can never remove all risk.”

Ever-present risk makes IT risk assessments critical. What level 
of risk is your company willing to tolerate? By estimating the risk 
posed by different users and hosts, you can better manage your 
company’s security.

The level of tolerable risk can vary from company to company, 
and you should decide how much is okay based on factors such as 
the nature of business, the industry, the market, the pricing and 
revenue model, size of the customer base, and more. In addition 
to this, you should also consider the risk posed by specific users 
and hosts.

This chapter explains how to calculate risk scores for users and 
hosts. You find out about some of the risks and how to score them 
using different methods.
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Arriving at a Risk Appetite
To determine the acceptable risk posed by specific users and 
hosts, consider criteria such as:

 » The role of the employee: You may want to decrease the 
risk appetite if the employee is from the C-suite. These 
employees may have higher levels of privilege on their 
accounts, and the repercussions of a risky activity may be 
much higher.

 » Employees serving a notice period: Employees who are 
serving their notice period may pose a bigger risk. You may 
want to decrease exposure in these cases.

 » Servers or systems storing sensitive information: You 
may want to treat business-critical data—customer contact 
information, trademarks or copyrights, product design 
documents, and technology roadmaps—with more care. 
Servers or systems storing these data should not be exposed 
to much risk.

 » Service accounts with higher privileges: Service accounts 
usually have higher privileges so you may want to lower the 
risk. (See the sidebar, “What is a service account?” for more 
info.)

Once you know the acceptable levels of risk, find the scenarios 
where the risk score exceeds your threshold.

There are many methods to calculate a user or host risk score.

WHAT IS A SERVICE ACCOUNT?
Service accounts are non-human accounts used by critical applications 
or services to interact with their operating systems, as well as to exe-
cute batch files, schedule tasks, and work with applications hosted 
across databases, file systems, and devices. These accounts are con-
trolled by non-human “users” such as systems, scripts, and applica-
tions. Service accounts typically require elevated privileges so that 
they can access business-critical applications, databases, web ser-
vices, and APIs. That’s why it’s so risky for one to be compromised.
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One way of calculating risk is to use a straightforward percent-
age score. Your machine learning algorithm assigns a risk score 
between 0 (no risk) and 100 (maximum risk) based on factors 
such as the significance of the action from a security standpoint, 
the extent of the deviation from the baseline, the frequency of the 
deviation, and the time elapsed since the deviation.

What logic should your algorithm use to assign risk scores? 
After all, every anomalous activity is not the same. For exam-
ple, an anomaly involving a database server could be riskier than 
an anomaly involving a USB drive, even though the latter shows 
a larger deviation from the baseline. For instance, the database 
servers in an organization could hold vital information, and even 
a small deviation would be of concern. The next section considers 
this in more detail.

Identifying the Different Types of Risk
One way to assign the right risk score to each anomalous activ-
ity is by breaking up the overall risk into four sub-risks: insider 
threats, risk-based on logons, data exfiltration risk, and account 
compromise risk.

Let’s have a look at each of these next.

Risk of Insider Threats
An insider threat is any malicious or unintended security threat to 
an organization’s data or information systems posed by an indi-
vidual in the organization or operating inside the organization.

Many anomalous activities in a network could indicate an insider 
threat:

 » Abnormal data deletions: These happen when data is 
deleted unexpectedly from any part of the network, either in 
storage or during transit.

 » Logon success anomalies: These happen when unexpected 
logon successes happen on hosts, servers, databases, or 
cloud services.

 » Application whitelisting anomalies: These happen when 
abnormal EXE or DLL files are run.
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The threat actor may use various techniques to execute the above 
anomalies. (Table 2-1 provides some examples)

Risk Based on Logons
Anomalous logon activities occur throughout an attack, from the 
moment of initial access to privilege escalation, lateral move-
ment, and other stages.

To carry out an attack, someone has to log on to the system, 
whether they’re a malicious insider or an external attacker, so 
it’s vital to monitor all logons. Your machine learning-powered 
anomaly detection system must flag users whose logon events are 
sufficiently different from their historic patterns.

Both logon successes and failures could constitute anomalies. 
Table 2-2 provides a partial list of logon anomalies.

Risk of Data Exfiltration
Attackers are usually after your organization’s data.

Data exfiltration is the unauthorized transfer of data from inside an 
organization to the outside by someone who may or may not be an 
employee. The transfer can originate from workstations, servers, 
databases, or network devices.

TABLE 2-1	 Abnormal actions that could indicate an  
insider threat

Abnormal data 
deletions

Logon success 
anomalies

Application whitelisting 
anomalies

Abnormal file deletes Abnormal successful 
logons to AWS

Abnormal EXE and DLL files run 
by a user

Unusual directory 
deletion

Abnormal host logon 
event

Abnormal scripts run by a user

Abnormal database 
deletion by a user

Abnormal SQL server 
logon

Multiple EXE and DLL files 
disallowed to run by a user

Unusual database 
alteration on a host

Multiple hosts shut 
down by a user

Multiple scripts run by a user

Multiple files deleted Unusual host startup Abnormal software restricted
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Watch the following activities for signs of data exfiltration:

 » Data hoarding.

 » Anomalies in data uploads.

 » Build-up of data exfiltration indicators such as logon success 
and failure anomalies, abnormal software installations, and 
application whitelisting anomalies.

Table 2-3 lists some techniques that attackers could use.

TABLE 2-2	 Actions that could indicate logon anomalies
Logon failure anomalies Logon success anomalies

Abnormal AWS authorization failures Abnormal AWS successful logins

Abnormal AWS error events Abnormal host logon event

Abnormal SQL Server logon for a user Abnormal host logon type

Abnormal Windows logon failure for a user Abnormal host startup

Numerous logon failures on the IIS server Abnormal remote IP used for logon

TABLE 2-3	 Anomalies indicative of data exfiltration

Data hoarding
Anomalies in data 
uploads

Build-up of data 
 exfiltration indicators

Abnormal file 
downloads

Abnormal creates on a 
removable disk in a 
domain

Logon failure anomalies 
such as the ones discussed 
in Table 2-2

Abnormal file reads Multiple removable disk 
creates by a user

Logon success anomalies 
such as the ones discussed 
in Table 2-2

Multiple file reads by a 
user

Multiple removable disk 
creates on a host

Unusual software 
installations

Abnormal network 
share object permission 
modified

Unusual removable disk 
modifications by a user

Multiple services installed on 
a host by a user

Abnormal file type 
downloaded

Unusual removable disk 
modifications on a host

Application whitelisting 
anomalies such as those 
discussed in Table 2-1
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Risk of Account Compromise
Account compromise takes place when an account is accessed by 
someone who is not authorized.

Weak passwords are one of the main reasons for account compro-
mise, but attackers can also use sophisticated tools to compro-
mise accounts with stronger passwords.

Your anomaly detection system should be able to detect tell-tale 
signs of account compromise such as logon failure anomalies 
(Table 2-2) and malicious software installations.

THE RISK FORMULA
You can approximate the overall risk of a user or host using this 
formula:

OR = w1 x TDF1 x Risk of insider threat + w2 x TDF2 x Logon risk + w3 
x TDF3 x Risk of data exfiltration + w4 x TDF4 x Risk of account 
compromise

Here are the variables used in that formula:

Variable Description

OR Overall risk of a user or host

w1 Weightage assigned to risk of insider threat

w2 Weightage assigned to logon risk

w3 Weightage assigned to risk of data exfiltration

w4 Weightage assigned to the risk of account 
compromise

TDF1 Time decay factor assigned to insider threat

TDF2 Time decay factor assigned to logon anomalies

TDF3 Time decay factor assigned to risk of data exfiltration

TDF4 Time decay factor assigned to risk of account 
compromise
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Here are some events that could indicate malicious software 
installations:

 » Windows Registry anomalies such as “Registry Permission 
Changed” or “Registry Value Modified.”

 » Abnormal software installed or uninstalled on a host.

 » Abnormal service installed or uninstalled on a host.

 » Unusual process creations.

 » Multiple software instances installed or uninstalled by a user.

Calculating the Overall Risk Score
Let’s say that your anomaly detection system has computed 
scores for each user and host that accounts for the four sub-risks: 
insider threat, logon, data exfiltration, and account compromise. 
The next step is to derive an overall score that aggregates the sub-
risks and other risks that did not fall within the four sub-risks.

For each potential technique of attack, you need to specify a 
weight and a decay factor. These variables should be used in the 
risk calculation. For more on this, take a look at the sidebar, “The 
risk formula.”

The weight quantifies a technique’s importance, and the higher 
the weight, the greater its importance and higher the risk score.

The decay factor signifies how quickly the risk score decreases over 
time if no further anomalies are observed.

Scoring Risks Accurately with  
Peer Group Analysis

Your anomaly detection solution has assigned a risk score to each 
user and host on the network? Wonderful! Now, you can prioritize 
the risks based on these scores and address the most important 
challenges first.
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But before doing so, there’s a way to make risk scoring even more 
accurate: peer group analysis.

Peer group analysis is the act of identifying users or hosts with 
similar characteristics or behavioral patterns and classifying 
them as one group. You can build better security by comparing 
the observed behavior of a user or host to that of the relevant peer 
group. The user or host risk score can be impacted positively or 
negatively depending on the peer group (see Figure 2-1).

Benefits of Peer Group Analysis
Peer grouping can help build more accurate risk scores in many 
situations. Here are some examples:

 » First time access of a resource by a user: A user accesses 
a critical database server for the very first time. Without peer 
group analysis, this activity would be deemed risky. But if the 
user belongs to the peer group of marketing analysts who 
typically access this database server, the activity will not be 
flagged.

 » Logon time anomaly by a user: A user logs on to the 
network at a time that deviates heavily from their baseline of 
expected behavior. If there is no peer group analysis, this 
could be considered risky. But if the user is a member of a 
peer group that does show logon activity at that time, the 
risk score will be lower.

 » An IT administrator installs unusual software: An IT 
administrator installs unusual software on a specific host. 
This could lead to a pattern anomaly and the IT administra-
tor’s risk score could rise. However, after peer group 
analysis, it’s discovered that this user is a part of a peer 
group called “IT administrators” and this anomalous action 
does not really deviate from the average behavior of the 
group. Therefore, the risk score is not raised as much.

FIGURE 2-1: How peer group analysis works.
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 » There is an abnormal number of file reads on a host by a 
user: A sensitive server holds numerous business-critical 
files on trademarks and product roadmaps. A user reads 
some of these files and deviates from their expected 
behavior. Without peer group analysis, the user’s risk score 
would rise significantly. But after peer group analysis, you 
learn this behavior is typical of a group that contains 100 
other members. Therefore, the risk score is not impacted 
that much.

 » Thirty users belonging to different departments access a 
database over a weekend: An engineering-related data-
base is accessed by 30 users belonging to departments such 
as IT, pre-sales, sales, and product management. Without 
peer group analysis, this will seem like a risky activity and 
each user’s risk score will rise. However, with peer group 
analysis, all of these users are classed into one group and 
the risk score is not increased as much.

 » A user has an abnormally high number of successful 
logons into an Amazon Web Services (AWS) instance: A 
user from the accounting team has an abnormally high 
number of successful logons to an AWS instance. This 
deviates heavily from the baseline and would trigger an 
anomaly and an associated risk score. Further, you learn that 
this user is part of only one peer group called Accounting 
and the members don’t exhibit similar behavior. You 
increase the user’s risk score by a greater amount than you 
would have otherwise.

Building Peer Groups
Anomaly detection solutions use these methods to create peer 
groups:

 » Static: Uses attributes and details available in databases like 
Active Directory. Your Active Directory database would 
contain substantial information about users, such as groups 
and organizational units they belong to, their reporting 
manager, geographical location, department, function, and 
more. Several static peer groups could be built using these 
attributes. For example, all employees who have the same 
reporting manager might constitute one peer group.
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 » Dynamic: Uses behavior-related information collected over 
time to build peer groups. If a user exhibits a behavior for 
the first time, the system checks whether a peer group that 
showcases such a behavior already exists. If it does, the user 
is classed into that peer group. To calculate the risk score, 
you would then analyze variables such as the number of 
members in the peer group and the frequency of occurrence 
of the action.

If a peer group that showcases the user’s anomalous behavior 
does not exist, a new peer group is created and this user becomes 
the first member of the peer group. In this case, you’d end up with 
a much higher risk score.

Scoring Risks Even More Accurately with 
Seasonality

So, you’ve analyzed the activities that are happening across your 
network. You’ve created a list of anomalies. You’ve built risk 
scores for every host and user. And you’ve used peer grouping 
techniques to further hone the risk scores. There’s one last step: 
you need to account for seasonality.

Seasonality is any activity in your network that happens at regular 
intervals, whether hourly, daily, weekly or monthly. If an activ-
ity that seems normal at first glance is in fact happening at an 
unusual time, your system should be able to recognize it as an 
anomaly.

For example, suppose you work for a bank that operates on the 
first and third Saturday of every month. On Saturday morning, 
your security analytics platform notices an employee logging into 
the network. Strangely, it’s the second Saturday of the month. A 
lesser trained system would accept this; after all, the employee 
was online the previous Saturday, so why not today? But yours is 
well-trained to spot seasonal anomalies just like this. It knows 
the difference between the various Saturdays of a month. An 
alarm goes off and the risk score of the employee increases.
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An effective anomaly detection solution should be able to show 
you the risk scores of all users and hosts at any point of time.  
Figure  2-2 shows how ManageEngine Log360 displays the risk 
score of users, broken down into the scores of the different 
sub-risks.

FIGURE 2-2: The overall and the sub-risk scores of a user in Log360.
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Chapter 3

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Customizing anomaly models

 » Using peer group analysis

 » Accurately scoring risks

 » Watchlisting users and hosts

 » Getting real-time alerts

Five Ways to Make 
Anomaly Detection 
Work for You

Anomaly detection is an extremely critical capability for 
defending against cyberattacks. ManageEngine Log360 is 
just one of the solutions that can help you with this. This 

chapter gives you five ways for making anomaly detection work 
for you more effectively.

Customizing Anomaly Models
All anomaly detection systems offer built-in anomaly models. 
These are nothing but built-in machine learning algorithms that 
learn the baseline of expected activity for every user and host 
in the network. To discover time anomalies, a built-in anomaly 
model might look for what is normal at 15-minute intervals, and 
it might aggregate the number of user and host activities every 
hour to discover count anomalies.
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You may want to train your own anomaly model using different 
time intervals and aggregation periods. This capability is called 
custom anomaly modeling. It can enable you to cater to the specific 
security situation of your company in a better way.

Figure 3-1 shows the interface you can use for creating a custom 
anomaly model in Log360.

Using Peer Group Analysis
As explained in Chapter 2, peer grouping is the process by which 
you group users and hosts into distinct peer groups based on their 
past behavior. If your security analytics platform adopts peer 
group analysis, it will be able to determine whether a user or host 
behaves as expected based on the groups it is in. If it doesn’t, the 
system triggers an anomaly alert.

Operating in addition to comparing a user’s or host’s behavior to 
its own baseline, peer group analysis helps reduce the number of 
false positives.

FIGURE 3-1: Building new anomaly models in ManageEngine Log360.
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Accurately Scoring Risks
Your anomaly detection solution must be able to assign a risk to 
every user and host in the network. In ManageEngine Log360, 
this risk score can range anywhere from 1 to 100 and represents 
the degree of risk posed by an entity. The risk score depends on 
the anomalies that the user or host triggers.

To make the risk score more accurate, your anomaly detection 
solution should consider:

 » Seasonality factors

 » Anomalous activity weights

 » Time decay factors

 » Peer group analysis

Analyzing with a Watchlist
A watchlist is a list of hosts and accounts that you want to keep 
an eye on, for whatever reason. It typically consists of your riski-
est users and hosts, as well as accounts with greater than nor-
mal permissions. That list might include admins, users from the 
C-suite, users who are serving a notice period, and users who are 
under investigation for certain activities. A watchlist can let you 
know about entities of interest and their associated risk score.

Your anomaly detection solution should be able to add users and 
hosts into a watchlist, and to constantly monitor the risk scores 
of watchlisted users and hosts on a dashboard.

ManageEngine Log360 provides you the ability to add users to a 
watchlist, as shown in Figure 3-2.
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Being Alerted in Real Time
With alerts, you can receive notifications about anomalies that 
happen on the network in real time. For example, you might 
receive a notification email as soon as an anomaly is identified.

Without real-time alerts, you’d need to log on to your anomaly 
detection solution every time you wanted to check to see whether 
there was a new risk your network is exposed to. Figure 3-3 shows 
the interface for configuring an alert in ManageEngine Log360.

FIGURE 3-2: As the shaded eye symbol shows, user2 has been added to a 
watchlist in Log360.

FIGURE 3-3: Configuring alerts in ManageEngine Log360.
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In Log360, you can configure alerts in three ways:

 » Alerts based on reports: You select the anomaly report that 
contains the information for which you want to be alerted. 
Then you select users or hosts for which you want the alert.

 » Alerts based on entities: You select all the users and hosts 
for which you want alerts. With this option, the system alerts 
you when any of the selected users or hosts perform any 
anomalous activity.

 » Alerts based on risk score: You set a threshold risk score 
for any user in the network, and the anomaly detection 
system alerts you when anyone exceeds that score. You can 
set a threshold risk score for overall anomalies, insider 
threats, data exfiltration, compromised accounts, and logon 
anomalies.
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